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1 | Installation

Note:
It is assumed that you already have the Helix QAC 2020.2 (or later) installed where a Jenkins instance will be able to access it. This should be on the same set of build servers as Jenkins is installed upon.

Prerequisites
Before installing the Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins, the following applications must be installed:

- Helix QAC
- Reprise license manager

the following application is optional:

- Helix QAC Dashboard

Recommended installation order
It is recommended that you follow the order below when installing the Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins:

1. Install Jenkins
2. Install Pipeline Plugin
3. Install Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins
4. Link Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins to the Helix QAC Installation

Jenkins Requirements
Your Jenkins version must be 2.164.3 or later for the Helix QAC Plugin to work.

Caution: If you use an older version of Jenkins compared to the latest release, it must already have the Pipeline plugin installed, or else Jenkins will request the latest Pipeline plugin version which will necessitate an upgrade of Jenkins.

Information: For information on installing Jenkins see https://www.jenkins.io

Supported OS
- Linux: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7
Pipeline installation for Jenkins

Login to Jenkins with your administrator login name and password.

To check if the Pipeline Plug-in is installed
From the Jenkins home page do the following:

1. Click **Manage Jenkins**
   The Manage Jenkins page is displayed
2. Click **Manage Plugins**
   The Plugin Manager page is displayed
3. Open the **Installed** tab
   If the Pipeline Plug-in is already installed then continue with *Installing Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins*

To Install the Pipeline Plug-in.
From the Jenkins home page do the following:

1. Click **Manage Jenkins**
   The Manage Jenkins page is displayed
2. Click **Manage Plugins**
   The Plugin Manager page is displayed
3. Open the **Available** tab
4. Search for "Pipeline"
5. Select **Pipeline**

    **Note:** If you see red warning text then check that you have the latest version of Jenkins installed.

6. Click **Download now and install after restart.**
   Jenkins will then download all plug-in dependencies and then the Pipeline plug-in itself.
   You may be prompted to restart Jenkins to complete the installation

    **Note:** Please refer to Jenkins documentation if there were any problems at this stage.
Installing Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins

From the Jenkins home page do the following:

1. Click Manage Jenkins
   The Manage Jenkins page is displayed
2. Click Manage Plugins
   The Plugin Manager page is displayed
3. Open the Available tab
4. Search for "Helix QAC"
5. Select Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins
6. Click Download now and install after restart.
   Jenkins will then download all plug-in dependencies and then the Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins itself.
   You may be prompted to restart Jenkins to complete the installation

Link Helix QAC Plug-in to Helix QAC

From the Jenkins home page do the following:

1. Click Manage Jenkins
   The Manage Jenkins page is displayed
2. Click Global Tool Configuration
   The Global Tool Configuration page is displayed
3. Select Helix QAC Installations
4. The Helix QAC Installations section is displayed
5. Enter a name (it can be anything you like) that identifies a Helix QAC installation and its version in the Helix QAC installation name field.
6. Enter the absolute path to the root of the Helix QAC installation folder in the Helix QAC installation path field.

Note: The direction of separator is dependent on your Jenkins OS. Use \\ (backslash) on Windows and / (forward slash) on Linux.

7. Click Save

If you have more than one version of Helix QAC installed, you can repeat this process by clicking Add Helix QAC and repeating steps 1–7 until all your Helix QAC Installations have been linked.
2 | Using the Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins

You may use the Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins in two ways. As part of Jenkins Freestyle projects, or as part of Pipeline projects.

Creating a Freestyle Project

To create a freestyle project

From the Jenkins home page do the following:

1. Click **New Item**
   - The **New Item** page is displayed
2. Enter a name for the Project.
3. Click **Freestyle Project**
4. Click **OK**

**Information:** For information on configuring Freestyle Projects please see the general Jenkins Documentation

Before completing the Freestyle Project, we need to create a **Post Build Action** to request Helix QAC runs and creates a Helix QAC Report.

To create a Post Build Action

From the Freestyle Projects page do the following:

5. Click **Add post-build action**
   - The post build page is displayed.
6. Select **Helix QAC Report**
   - The Helix QAC Installation field will show a dropdown list pre-populated with all the Helix QAC installations you configured in the Global Tool Configuration.
   - Only the Helix QAC Project is required to then be populated for the post build action to be successful.

**Note:** If you have not created a Helix QAC project for a source code project at this point, it must be initially created via the Helix QAC standalone UI, or one of the IDE plugins.

Each of the other text fields or, non-report options, have help icons on the right which explain their use.

7. Click **Save** to save your changes and return you to the **New Item** page.
8. Click **Apply** to save your changes and stay on the **Post Build** page.
Thresholds and Metrics

The number of messages generated by Helix QAC can be compared against thresholds for build stability. If a threshold is exceeded, the build status is set to unstable. This can be used as a gateway to prevent subsequent tasks from running. The messages are organized into message levels according to the severity of the message, with Level 0 being the lowest. The thresholds can be set to operate at a message level, allowing the severity of the messages to be considered. Code that contains low-severity maintenance and style issues may pass but code that contains critical issues would fail. Thresholds are added as part of the Helix QAC post build action, see To create a Post Build Action. There are three types:

- File Compliance Threshold
- Message Compliance Threshold
- Project Compliance Threshold

Note: The Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins will be set by default to No thresholds.

Message Compliance Threshold

You can choose either Maximum messages target or Continuous improvement.

Maximum messages target

Choosing this will set the total number of messages that are allowed on all levels for all the files in the project. Messages in header files are de-duplicated (i.e. they are only counted once and not for each source file with which the header is included).

Continuous improvement

Selecting this states that the Message Compliance value for the build will be less than or equal to the Message Compliance value found in the previous build.

The Message Compliance value is the total number of messages for all the files in the project that are at the Message Threshold Level or above.

Information: If the Message Compliance value for the build is higher than the Maximum messages target then the build is marked as unstable.

Message Threshold Level

This sets the message level from which the message total is calculated. Only messages from this level and above are summed to give the message total that is used for the Messages Threshold comparison.

Note: The File Compliance Threshold and Project Compliance Threshold are not affected by this setting.
Information: If the Message Compliance value for the build is higher than the 'Message Threshold Level', the build is marked as unstable.

Note: If any of these thresholds are not met, then the build will be marked as unstable. Only configuration errors or analysis errors will mark the build as failed.

**Project Compliance Threshold**

You can choose either **Project compliance target** or **Continuous improvement**.

**Project compliance target**

Choosing this sets the **Project compliance level** for the project.

The **Project compliance level** is the percentage of message groups (a coding standard 'rule') that have no messages in the project.

Information: If the Project Compliance level for the build is lower than the Project Compliance target then the build is marked as unstable.

**Continuous improvement**

Selecting this states that the **Project Compliance level** for this build will be greater than or equal to the **Project Compliance level** for the previous build.

Information: If the Project Compliance level for the build is lower than the Project Compliance level for the previous build the build is marked as unstable.

If the **File Compliance level** and **Project Compliance level** are close, then each file is violating more or less the same rules.

Note: If any of these thresholds are not met, then the build will be marked as unstable. Only configuration errors or analysis errors will mark the build as failed.

**File Compliance Threshold**

You can choose either 'File Compliance target' or 'Continuous improvement'.

**File Compliance target**

Choosing this sets the minimum **File Compliance level** for the project.

The **File Compliance level** is the mean across all files of the percentage of message groups that have no messages in each file.

Information: If the File Compliance level for the build is lower than the File Compliance target then the build is marked as unstable.
Continuous improvement

Selecting this states that the **File Compliance level** for this build will be greater than or equal to the **File Compliance level** for the previous build.

**Information:** If the File Compliance level is lower than the File Compliance level for the previous build then the build is marked as unstable.

A high **File Compliance level** and low **Project Compliance level** indicate that each file violates only a small number of rules but that each file violates a different rule.

If the **File Compliance level** and **Project Compliance level** are close, then each file is violating more or less the same rules.

**Note:**
If any of these thresholds are not met, then the build will be marked as unstable.

Only configuration errors or analysis errors will mark the build as failed.

Compliance Metric Output from the Helix QAC Plug-in for Jenkins

The plug-in uses configured settings to call Helix QAC to analyse as part of a Freestyle project post build action, or as a step within a Pipeline job.

The output from Helix QAC is captured and utilized to be presentable to users within Jenkins.

**Note:** A Freestyle project, or Pipeline job that invokes Helix QAC Analysis, must successfully run twice before results can be viewed.

When viewing a Freestyle/Pipeline job page, the results will be displayed based on the configuration of the Freestyle or Pipeline project.

Clicking **Helix QAC Results** will just display the graphs collectively on screen without the peripheral information. The report output types match those from Helix QAC output and are described in the Helix QAC manual.
Creating a Pipeline Job
Pipeline jobs are discrete units of work that can be chained together and configured to require all/some upstream jobs to have been successful before execution. They may also start multiple downstream jobs depending on the outcome. This provides more flexibility to configure a Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery environment according to the needs of your business. Allowing a far greater level of automation than a Freestyle project will permit.

Note: Pipeline job doesn’t know the outcome of upstream jobs – the assumption is that the upstream jobs met whatever criteria was necessary to invoke the job currently running.

To create a Pipeline Job
From the Jenkins home page do the following:

1. Click Pipeline
2. The pipeline project's configuration screen is displayed
   Refer to the Jenkins documentation for information on the general Pipeline configuration options.
3. Click Pipeline Syntax in the Pipeline section
   The Pipeline Syntax screen is displayed in a new browser tab.
   The Helix QAC Installation field will show a dropdown list pre-populated with all the Helix QAC installations you configured in the Global Tool Configuration.
   Only the Helix QAC Project is required to then be populated for the post build action to be successful.

Note: If you have not created a Helix QAC project for a source code project at this point, it must be initially created via the Helix QAC standalone UI, or one of the IDE plugins.

The text fields or, non-report options, have help icons on the right which explain their use.
Once configured.
5. Click Generate Pipeline Script, which will populate the text field below.
Example: If we configured the Pipeline options with Analysis Settings, Stop Analysis On Failure selected then generated a HIS Metrics Report – the generated output would look like this:

```plaintext
```

Tip: Copy this text somewhere safe in addition to the clipboard.

Switch back to the pipeline project's configuration screen.

6. In the script editor dropdown select **Hello World**.

7. Replace the entry `echo 'Hello World'` with the script previously generated.

```plaintext
pipeline {
    agent any

    stages {
        stages('Hello') {
            steps {
            }
        }
    }
}
```
8. Click **Save** to save your changes and return you to the **Pipeline Syntax** page.

9. Click **Apply** to save your changes and stay on the **pipeline project's configuration** page.